**NF-80 FLOATING STYLE MANHOLES**

**INSTALLATION IN NEW ROADS**

NOTE: FOR USE WITH 610mm NOM. (635mm MAX) I.D. GRADE RINGS

- When preparing to pave remove all gravel and dirt from around frame. Do not drive across frame and cover when it rests on concrete ring.

- Use a few shovels of asphalt to pack under the flange before paver drives across. Do not let asphalt get cold prior to rolling.

- Prior to application of asphalt, spray the frame and cover with oil to ease removal of asphalt. After paver has laid out asphalt remove all asphalt from frame and cover.

- Lift frame and cover and use the asphalt that was removed from it to pack under flange and feather out to approx. 50cm from edge of frame.

- The roller can now press frame and cover to a smooth installation. Manhole cover shall be installed 6mm below finished asphalt.

**INSTALLATION IN EXISTING ROADS**

- When resurfacing existing roads, loosen frame from asphalt. Spray frame and cover with oil to ease removal of new asphalt. After paver has laid out asphalt, remove all asphalt from the frame and cover.

- Lift the frame and cover and use asphalt that was removed to pack under flange and feather out to approx. 50cm from edge of frame. The roller can press frame and cover in as new installation.